Your guide to a new level of warmth and comfort in your home
It’s a beautiful heat

Say goodbye to a cold, damp, unhealthy home. Belle Comfort Solutions is proud to bring a new level of warmth and comfort to New Zealand homes. Enjoy gentle, even heat where and when you want it with our extensive range of radiator and underfloor heating options.

Find out why more and more New Zealanders are choosing Belle Comfort Solutions for the ultimate in energy efficient heating.

What is Hydronic Central Heating?

Hydronic heating uses hot water to heat a home safely, efficiently and evenly. Hydronic systems employ a heat source such as a boiler or heat pump to heat the water, which is then circulated through a series of pipes. The heat is released through radiators, underfloor heating or heated towel rails. This radiant heat warms objects like the sun does. The heat that is produced is far superior to other forms of heating which can only heat specific areas or the air itself.

Why choose Hydronic Central Heating?

**COMFORTABLE**

Hydronic heating uniformly heats the entire house, resulting in a beautifully warm, comfortable space with no cold spots.

**FLEXIBLE AND EFFICIENT**

Hydronic heating is highly efficient and a Belle Comfort radiator system will reach the desired temperature very quickly. Room-by-room control allows you to heat as much or as little of your home as desired. Wake up to a warm and toasty house with easy to use thermostats and built-in timers. Ask about the latest in smartphone-controlled technology.

**ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY**

Water is four times more efficient than air in transmitting heat, making hydronic heating an energy efficient option. It is a clean form of heating with low emissions.

**ECONOMICAL**

Hydronic heating can be run from a gas, diesel or wood-fired boiler or a heat pump. We will work with you to choose the most cost-effective solution for your home as well as hot water and swimming pool heating if required.

**HEALTHY**

Enjoy a warmer, drier, healthier home all year round. Hydronic heating is ideal for asthma or allergy sufferers as there is no dust being circulated.

**CLEAN, SILENT AND RELIABLE**

No mess, no dust, no draughty forced airflow and no unwanted background noise from electric fans. Hydronic heating systems require minimal maintenance and will give a lifetime of reliable service.

**SAFE**

Hydronic central heating is perfect for children or the elderly, as there are no elements or open flames as fire hazards.
“Investing in good quality, energy efficient hydronic heating for our older-style home was the best decision we ever made.

We love waking up and coming home to a warm, toasty house, with no cold spots, no condensation and no dampness. It’s been life-changing for our family.”

HOME OWNER, HAVELock NORTH

Our Product Range

RADIATORS
Belle Comfort’s Thermokraft radiators come from one of the world’s largest modern radiator manufacturers. By buying direct we can bring you top quality products at great value pricing.

All backed by our Lifetime Warranty

Choose from: Classic Panel Radiators: Lined Flat Panel Radiators for a sleek modern look: Vertical Lined Flat Panel Radiators which are tall and slim: Custom designer radiators in a wide variety of styles to order

UNDERFLOOR HEATING
Three proven top quality multilayer pipe systems are from Europe and the UK as are manifolds, pump packs, cylinders and all fittings required for the job. A complete Belle Comfort System backed by our system design gives you total peace of mind.

HEATED TOWEL RAILS
Hydronic heated towel rails are a stylish addition to the bathroom and cost about 1/3 of the cost to run on natural gas per kW compared to electric ones. Heat your bathroom while enjoying nice warm towels.

GAS BOILERS
Quality and reliability led Belle Comfort to choose the world renowned Sime brand from Italy. These come with industry leading Giannoni stainless steel heat exchangers as this is where quality should never be compromised with cheaper aluminium alternatives. Highly efficient, from 97.8% to 107.5% efficiency! Internal and External units built for NZ conditions. Full 5 year warranty on parts and labour.

DIESEL and SOLID FUEL BOILERS
Sime diesel boilers are a great choice where natural gas is not available. Wood burning boilers provide free and renewable energy if you have a plentiful supply of dry wood available. Quality cast iron construction gives these boilers unparalleled reliability and performance.

AIR TO WATER HEAT PUMPS and HEAT PUMP HOT WATER CYLINDERS
FIV air to water heat pumps are a state of the art European design with very solid engineering. Heat pump hot water cylinders heat your domestic hot water and can save up to 70% on DHW heating bills. These also have the ability to cool an adjacent room.

CONTROLS
System controls let you set the heating to come on and off when needed from anywhere including your smartphone.

Radiator valves, zone valves, system, treatments, pipe insulation, buffer tanks, indirect coiled hot water cylinders, are all part of the extensive range stocked to complete your hydronic system. Quality products brought to you direct from leading manufacturers by Belle Comfort Solutions.

Why choose Belle Comfort Solutions?

At Belle Comfort Solutions, we care about every customer. We want you to enjoy years of warmth and comfort and we’ll do everything in our power to ensure this. By choosing a Belle Comfort Solution you are assured of top quality products for your whole system. Your installer is then fully backed up by us as their supplier with industry leading warranties and service.

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS, HUGE RANGE
We stock some of the world’s leading brands of radiators, boilers, underfloor heating pipework and associated fittings, guaranteed to stand the test of time. New Zealand’s largest range of radiators is stocked from traditional to ultra-modern in more than 100 shapes and sizes

LIFETIME WARRANTY
We stand by our products and offer a lifetime warranty on all Thermokraft radiators.

FAST DELIVERY
Our huge range of stock means we can deliver in 1- 4 working days anywhere in New Zealand.

CUSTOMISED SOLUTIONS
We’ll design the best and most cost-effective central heating solution to meet your unique requirements. Mix and match between radiators and underfloor heating for multi-level homes.

STYLISH
Belle Comfort imports top brands from Europe where style is a way of life. Enjoy the beautiful warmth of natural radiant heat as nearly all in Europe do and make style and comfort your way of life too.

AFFORDABLE
A Belle Comfort Solutions whole home heating package may cost less than you think. The cost of heating your entire home with Hydronic heating is comparable to other whole home heating options and truly superior. “It is a beautiful heat”

Contact us today for friendly advice or a free, no-obligation quote.

0800 870 400
info@bellecomfort.co.nz
www.bellecomfort.co.nz